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Abstract
The parametric excitation of the modes of an infinite plasma by
intense incident radiation is studied on the basis of the Vlasov equation.
It is found that the modes can be driven into unstable oscillations for
incident frequencies in the three regions <jd ~  u) , cjo + u) , and 2 m
o — pe pe i ’ pe *
where cu is the electron plasma frequency, and uo. is the ion acousticJJC 1
frequency. In the limit of weak intensities, the features of the two 
resonances ~  U)pe + uk and 2 u)pe are found to be in substantial agreement 
with the results of DuBois and Goldman. For larger intensities it  is found 
that the resonance ~  U)pe + uk is restricted to frequencies, (jdq, which are
not more than 4 above this value, and have a maximum growth rate of
.05 . The resonance near ^  U) ^oun<^  to be dominated by collisional
damping i f  (y / (U ) > 1 0  , and limited to a range of frequencies uo of onlypt: O '7
CDpi/iOO. The present results, for large intensities, only partially agree 
with the results obtained by Silin, who only studied one of the present 
resonances. These results indicate that the usual harmonic approximation 
for the plasma is not justified in the study of optical mixing.
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I. Introduction
In recent years there has been considerable interest in the effects 
which arise from the interaction of intense radiation with a plasma. To 
investigate the nonlinear interactions between the radiation and the plasma, 
at least two simplifying approaches are possible. The most common approach 
has been to treat the plasma as a linear system which can be described by 
the usual linear modes of oscillation [given by the zeroes of the linear 
dielectric function €(k, ( t ) ] . These modes are then assumed to be excited by, 
and subsequently scatter, the incoming radiation. Studies based on this 
approach have been used to examine such effects as optical mixing,1 "light-
2 o
by-light" scattering, and stimulated Raman scattering. A unified treatment
of these various effects can be found in a recent paper by Baym and Hellwarth.^
A ll of these phenomena require radiation of extreme intensity (10^ - lO1^
2
watts/cm ) to produce even marginally observable results. The essential 
point, for our purposes, is simply to note that a l l  of these effects have 
been studied under the assumption that the plasma can be treated in a linear 
fashion (what Baym and Hellwarth have termed the "harmonic approximation"), 
whereas the radiation is treated nonlinearly. In particular it has been 
assumed that the radiation does not produce any significant correlations 
between the linear modes of the plasma.
A second possible approach is to ignore the modifications of the 
radiation as it passes through the plasma, and instead to concentrate on the
2
correlations which it induces between the linear modes of the plasma. The 
above mentioned investigations show, in fact, that one can largely ignore 
scattering as a modifying influence on the radiation (with the possible 
exception of incoherent scattering). This approach can then be used to 
examine the harmonic approximation on which a l l  of these studies are based. 
Obviously i f  the harmonic approximation fa i ls ,  and the radiation also 
becomes strongly modified, then it becomes necessary to treat both the 
radiation and the plasma in a nonlinear manner. However, in order to deter­
mine the validity of the harmonic approximation, it suffices to treat the 
radiation as given, and the amplitudes of the plasma oscillations as small 
( i . e . ,  neglecting mode-mode coupling).
The most interesting effects which arise from this approach is 
the possibility of generating large correlations between the modes of osc il­
lation. More specifically, it is possible to induce instabilities in the 
modes by a parametric action of the radiation fie ld . This possibility has 
also been noted recently by S ilin 5 and by DuBois and Goldman. 6 The analysis 
of DuBois and Goldman is based on a Green's function perturbative analysis, 
which is restricted to the case when the radiation induced energy of the 
particles is small compared to their thermal energy. They showed that, even 
with this restriction, the plasma can be unstable to certain applied frequen­
cies. However, in order to justify the harmonic approximation for greater 
intensities, it is important to estimate the range of frequencies which 
produce instabilities when the intensity is very large. In the present 
analysis their restriction on the intensity is removed, and the parametric 
effects are examined from the point of view of the Vlasov equation. The 
analysis of Silin is largely based on the hydrodynamic equations for a cold 
plasma. Therefore he considers the case when the radiation induced energy
3of the particles is large compared to their thermal energy, which com­
plements the work of DuBois and Goldman. However, since he neglects the 
spatial variation of the applied electric fie ld , he failed to obtain one 
unstable region and his other regions of instability do not appear to bear 
any similarity with what is found in the present study. Moreover, it w ill  
be shown that there is a fa ir ly  involved "fine structure" in one of these 
unstable regions which neither of the investigators appear to have noticed.
The physical origin of the parametric effects of radiation on a 
plasma is fa irly  easy to understand on a qualitative basis. An applied
electric fie ld , E cos(k *r - uo t ) , generates drift velocities in the ~o ~o ~  o
components of the plasma, (q E^ /m uoq) sin(kQ*^ r - U)Qt) , where q and m is 
the charge and mass of that component. The density perturbations of wave
number k then have their charged components shifted by a relative distance,
_ _ i 2
C3- - ,) (k*E /od k) cos(k -r - uo t) . Provided that the charge to mass 
ratio of the mobile components is not the same, the field then causes the 
modes of frequency uo to acquire frequency components n uuq + uo. In this way, 
the relatively undamped high and low frequency modes of the plasma (with 
frequency uo and uo, respectively) generate modes with frequency n uo -f uo 
and n uoq + uo.^ . Several possibilities then arise. As noted by DuBois and 
Goldman, i f  uo — uou + ul. then uo - u)TT — uo, so that the radiation, together 
with the high frequency mode, tends to excite the low frequency mode. More­
over, since 0) - o)T -  aou , the low frequency mode and the radiation act to
also excite the high frequency mode. This interplay between the high frequency 
and low frequency modes and the radiation can then lead to instabilities of 
both modes. This may occur even i f  the low frequency mode is strongly Landau 
damped, as in the case when the electron and ion temperatures are comparable. 
Another possibility which was apparently not considered by DuBois and
4Goldman, is when U)q -  u>^ . In this case the high frequency mode and the 
radiation produce a density modulation with a frequency near 2oo , and this 
in turn interacts again with the high frequency mode, producing a frequency 
component u>H, which can again lead to instabilities. This, together with 
s t i l l  another resonance near U) -  m - o)_ , produces a fine structure in the 
unstable region near the electron plasma frequency. Since the separation 
between these resonances is only of the order of the ion plasma (or acoustic) 
frequency, this fine structure may only be of academic interest. However, 
since the physical mechanism which produces these resonances are quite dis­
tinct, and since it is d ifficu lt  to judge a priori the width of these 
resonances, we w ill consider both of them in this study. The work of Silin  
does not distinguish between these two resonances, nor is it clear to us 
what physical mechanism is responsible for his instabilities. Finally, the 
spatial variation of the applied electric fie ld  can produce an instability  
at the higher frequency cjdq -  2cjl>h, provided that k.kQ does not vanish. This 
instability, which was pointed out by DuBois and Goldman, does not depend 
on the interaction between two types of modes in the plasma. It is the 
highest frequency parametric instability in a plasma. The infinite number 
of subharmonic instabilities (e .g .,  uoo -  uo^ /n) , which were considered by 
Silin, w ill  not be studied here since these cases do not appear to correspond 
to a physically realizable situation (the frequency (joq must be larger than 
the electron plasma frequency in order for the radiation to enter the plasma).
In the following section we w ill  f irs t  obtain the basic equations 
on which our analysis w ill  be based. In section I I I ,  we w ill examine insta- 
b ilit ies  which are present in the dipole approximation (kQ = 0 ) ,  and make 
some comparisons of our results with those obtained by Silin and by DuBois 
and Goldman. In section IV, we w ill  investigate the instabilities which 
arise from the spatial variation of the applied electric fie ld .
5I I .  Basic Equations
We begin by considering a plasma described by the Vlasov equation. 
We assume that the plasma is subjected to a transverse electric fie ld
E ( r , t )  = E cos(k *r - u) t) , (k «E = 0) . ~o ~o ~o ~  o v~o ~o ( 1 )
The modification of this radiation field due to the plasma can be approxi-
2 2 1/2mated by an index of refraction, n(cjo ) = ( 1 - cjo /uo) , and the usualo v pe o7 ’
relationship c k = n(u) ) u) . In order for this fie ld  to penetrate the o o o
plasma, we must take cu to be somewhat larger than the electron plasma fre-
2 1/2quency. u) = (4tt n e /m) . For frequencies somewhat below this value
one may s t i l l  have strong interactions at the boundary of the plasma, but 
this w ill not be considered here. Finally, the effects due to the magnetic 
fie ld  w il l  be ignored, since we w ill  assume that the thermal velocities of the 
particles is much less than the velocity of light.
I f  there are no density variations in the plasma, then the d is tr i ­
bution function for each component satisfies
df , df , £ -  , * df nr— + v . —  + E ( r , t) • r -  = 0 .o t ~  3 r m ~o — d v
A solution of this equation, which satisfies the condition of no density 
variations, is f (r ,v^t ) = f (u ) , where
t
u^ = v^ - (qE /m) J dt' cos(k . [ r  - ^v (t -t ') ]  - uo t ' )  
t ~  ~  ~  °
are constants of the motion (t may also be a function of the constants 
kQ.(r  - vt) and E  ^ X v;) . The functions f Q(u) are arbitrary, and can be 
selected on the basis of considerations which are actually not included 
explicitly in the collisionless approximation used here. Thus, for example, 
collisions within each component would tend to make the functions Maxwellian
6(possibly with a constant drift ve locity ). While we w ill  take the functions 
f Q(u) to be Maxwellian in order to obtain quantitative results, their func­
tional form can be left arbitrary for the present. We w ill refer to any 
group of particles which is described by a different function f Q(u) as a d i f ­
ferent "component" of the plasma, even i f  the charge and mass is the same 
(e .g .,  two groups of electrons moving relative to each other).
The constants of the motion, u, can be simplified i f  it is assumed 
(as we have) that the thermal velocities are a l l  much less than the velocity 
of light. In this case the expression for u may be approximated by
u = v - ( qE/muo )  sin(k -r - a) t) . ~  ~  n ~o o ~o ~  o ( 2 )
We next consider perturbations of the plasma which are superimposed 
on this stationary state. The linearized equations for the perturbed d is tr i ­
bution functions are
df,  df.
^  + V. r—  + 4 E ( r , t) dt ~  dr m ~o ~
3 f . 
dv
. 4
mV0
df _c
dv = 0 (3)
This is a linear homogeneous equation which contains a given function,
E^o( r , t ) ,  as a parameter (or coefficient). For this reason, it is common to 
call excitations due to such a term parametric excitations. The electrostatic 
potential, 0 ( r , t ) ,  satisfies Poisson's equation
2 y  r 3
V 0 = - 4rr Zj J d v q ^  f^ C r .v . t ) (4)
where the sum is over the various components (as described above). We w ill  
now follow a method which is very similar to one used by Aliev and Silin,^  
except that we w ill retain the spatial variation of the applied electric fie ld .  
We take the spatial variation of the perturbed quantities in the direction
7
ysi -r
perpendicular to kQ to go as e (where ko*kx = 0 ) ,  and set
ifcx-r r 2 1
= F<r/ e exP- t _ i (q £ -F0/m ‘V  cos(J v £  '
(5)
where r|( = k^.^/k^ . The new distribution functions, F(r(( ,kx ,u, t) , des­
cribe the behavior of the component in a frame of reference in which there 
is no induced drift  velocity. These functions satisfy the equations
R F
Ld"t + 1  ~  F + u
dF
11 dr„J
3 f  ^ 3 f
exp. { } - i ^ 4) k - ~ r—^  = 0m 3 u m or,, ou., ( 6 )
where exp. { } is the same as in equation (5 ). Dividing equation ( 6 ) by this
term, and using the Bessel function identity
00
exp.f'iA cos(k *r - ou t) = ZL ( i ) n j  (A) e V ~o ~  o n=-co n
in(k .r - a) t) ~o o
)  (7)
and then taking the Fourier transform with respect to r|( and time yields
3f
(k.u - uo) F(k,u,ou) - (q/m) Z_i^  ~  ~  ~  ~ xi= -ooI  _  d ) n J(M-) (k + nk ) n ~  ~o o u
( 8 )
X </> (k + nk , uo + n oo ) = 0 ~  ~o o
where \i^  = q^ . JcvE^ /m^  (J0q . In the present notation, the perturbed quantities 
f ^  go as e'*'^’ ~  times the exponential factor in equation (5) . Introducing
the function
k
A rather tr iv ia l point should be mentioned. The choice of
cos(k *r - uo t) instead of sin(k • r - oo t) has been made because it intro- ~o ~  o >vo ~  o
duces some simplicity into the analysis at a later stage (Section H, Case B ) . 
It is essentially for the same reason that the Mathieu and H ill equations are 
written with cosine parametric terms. This choice introduces the factors
( i ) n in (7), which always drop out in the final dispersion relations,
do not use the notation I ( iA ) .n
so we
8p(k,U)) = q .3d u F(k,U,U))
then, from ( 8 ) we obtain
ò f
P (k,aj) = -~  m n=-ooI  d )n
« (k+nk ) . ^ —~  ~o7 o^u
J  ( l i )  J  ~ — ;------TTT—  d u  0 ( k + n k  ,  uH-n(J0 )n u)-k*u+io ~  ~o o (9)
where 6 is a positive infinitesimal which yields the usual Landau contour 
(this w ill  be suppressed in what follows). Also, i f  (5) is substituted into 
Poisson's equation, the Fourier transformed equation becomes [again with 
the use of (7 ) ] ,
00
.,(«) = Z  Z  _  ( i ) n2 CT n=-°° J (-(i ) p (k+nk , uo+nuo ) . n rCT 'a  ~  ~ o ’ o ( 10)
There are now several possible ways to proceed. The most obvious 
thing to do at this point is to eliminate the quantities p (k,uo) between 
equations (9) and (10). The resulting expression for the Fourier components 
of 0 is
. ,CJL>) = - Z0(k,uo) _i S (k,U),k ,U) ) 0(k+mk , oi+muu ) *• m=-co m ~ ~o o ~  ~o o ( U )
where òf
S (k,u),k ,cjo ) m~ ~  o o = ( D " l l J (fl ) J (li , „ct n=-co n a n-m a . 2k  m
> ^ f
k+mk OCTÒU
uo+nu) -(k+nk ) *u o ~  ~o ~
,3d u
( 12)
acts as an electric susceptibility matrix. It  w ill  be noted that the various 
components appear in an additive fashion in this matrix. Now, as discussed 
in the introduction, we know that this system is stable provided that we can 
set kQ = 0, and i f  a l l  of the |j, are equal. In fact, under these conditions, 
the dispersion relation reduces (as we w ill  show later) to the usual form, 
namely
91 + Ia = 0 (13)
where
df OCT
4nqJ
V £ ,tt>) = 7 2
du
, _ a)-k*ukm ~  ~CT
d3u (14)
is the linear electric susceptibility of the component cr. Thus the total 
effect of the electric fie ld  in this case is contained in the exponential 
factor in equation (5 ). While these facts can be proved starting with 
equation ( 1 1 ) ,  they are by no means obvious just from the form of the equa­
tions. In order to make this feature explicit it appears to be necessary to 
use a somewhat more awkward approach, and to eliminate 0  (k+nk^, (jo+nuo^ ) 
between equations (9) and (10). It  might be mentioned that the preceeding 
method is more analogous to that of DuBois and Goldman, whereas the following 
method is similar to that of Aliev and Silin. In this case we obtain the 
system of equations
C^TV~ ’ m n,m Jn V  (k+nko> ' 2 (15)
P ~ (k+nk ) d f
J d u — ■——  • —r—  p ,[k+(mrfn)k , urt-(mfn)o) ] uo-k.u du rCT,u~  v '~ o *  K o
where the fact that k*E = 0  has been used in the arguments of the Bessel~  ~o
functions. To simplify this expression further, we w ill  now make use of the
*
fact that in most cases the wave number k is much larger than kQ. Moreover, 
as we w il l  show below, only those components of p^ . (k+nkQ, uo+nuoo) for which 
n is a small integer have an appreciable magnitude. Thus, as a f irs t
^  I  a  n  1 q
I f  0) — 10 and k < 10 cm , then k /k is at most 3x10o o
10 -
approximation, we may set kQ equal to zero in (15) — the so-called dipole 
approximation. In this case, by making the substitution m = n'-n, the sum 
on n can be performed with the aid of the relationship
00
In=-oo J (a) J , <b) = J ,(a+b)n n -n n (16)
and one obtains (dropping the prime on n ')
PCT0S>®) -  - ^ ( k .  . a
00
,0)) \  Xa ' n=-° (i)tl W a ' *  pa ' (£ ’ (17)
where x^Qc,«)) is given by (14), and
^aa 1 1 Vtn nu, J 2 'a (18)
o
Equation (17) now shows that i f  |j, , = 0, then only the term n=0 is nonzero
in the sum, and thus one readily recovers the dispersion relationship (13),
Equation (17) was used by Aliev and Silin to consider the stabilizing effect
of radiation on the drift  instabilities in a plasma, when <jo > > uoo pe
Because they considered such high frequencies, the drift instability could 
only be modified i f  the electric fie ld  is strong enough to reverse the direc­
tion of the drift  motion for an appreciable fraction of the period of the 
applied fie ld . More recently, Silin has used the cold hydrodynamic approxi­
mation to equation (17) to study the parametric effects for lower values of
0) . o
To obtain the f irs t  order corrections to (17) due to finite values
“ 2 -"2of kQ, we approximate Qc+nkQ) (k+nkQ) in equation (15) by k k - n k
?
(2 k*k k - k k ) .  Noting that nJ (A) = 1/2 A(J + J n) ,  one can again ~  ~  ~o n n+ 1  n- 1
perform one of the sums in (15) with the help of (16). One then obtains
11
II
2 <j' n
1 II
(19)
n+ 1
Now the second group of terms in (19) does not vanish even i f  a l l  of the 
M>ctcj i vanish ( i . e . ,  a l l  charge to mass ratios are equal), and since k-E 
appears as a coefficient of this term, the electric fie ld  can s t i l l  have an 
influence on the stability of the system. I f  one assumes that the functions 
f Q(u) are isotroPic in u (in particular, that there are no drift velocities 
to the components), then (19) can be written in the more compact form
It is a simple matter to obtain higher order corrections to (19) following 
the above procedure, but we shall not consider them here.
return to the more general case (19) in section IV.
I I I .  The Dipole Approximation (kQ = 0)
In this section we shall neglect the spatial variation of the applied 
electric fie ld  over distances of the order of the perturbation wavelength.
, (k+nk , oH-nuo ) G ~o o
(19a)
We shall now consider the dipole approximation (kQ=0 ), and then
I f  k -  0.1 k^, where k  ^ is the Debye wave number, then for w -  1 , 1  ujo a_ \j j  -o pe
k ~ .4 0) /c (see discussion following equation (10), so k -  .44 u) /c = u ° o pe
•44 kD(vT/c) = 4.4 k(vT/c), where vT = (h T/m) ' is the thermal velocity.
12
Thus, i f  4 v^/c «  1, then k »  and the dipole approximation is justified —
at least for those phenomena which do not vanish when k is set equal too
zero. As we shall see, there are instabilities which only occur in kQ # 0, 
and these w ill be taken up in the following section.
In the present approximation we can use equation (17) and, i f  we 
restrict our considerations to two components (electrons and ions), we can 
write this equation in the form
00
PCT(U>Hnu,o) = '  V a* muo) n = L  ( i )n ~”  V m ^ a a '*  ' <(bH“ o) (20)
where G (k,u)) = 1 + X (k,U)) is the usual linear dielectric function, and we u cr
have suppressed the wave number k. In equation (20) a refers to one component 
and a 1 to its conjugate component [and not a summation index, as in ( 1 7 ) ] .
Thus (20) represents two (infinite) sets of equations. With the recurrence 
relationship written in the form ( 2 0 ) ,  where m is an arbitrary integer, one 
can require that Re(cu) < u^/2 without any loss in generality.
Our primary interest is to determine whether there are unstable 
roots, uj, to equation (20) for any (real) values of u) . Following the discus­
sion in the introduction we expect that there might be instabilities i f  
U)Q is near a high frequency mode, U)H, and possibly in the region of 2 udh (for 
this is frequently the case in parametric excitations). To illustrate the 
nature of the high frequency mode, we w ill  f irs t  obtain an approximate expres­
sion for (jOjj, and also for the low frequency mode in the limit of very high
a) . Modifications of these results for lower cjo w ill be taken up in the o o
following sections.
I f  U)o is very large (compared to a l l  plasma frequencies), the only 
terms in ( 2 0 ) which are of any importance are the ones for which m = n = 0 ,
13
for a l l  other x^Owhiu^) are very small. Hence, in this limit, the frequency 
0) is determined by the roots of
€e (u)> €i (ci)) - (M*e i) XeM  Xi (^) = 0 . ( 2 1 )
When E = 0 this reverts to (13), but i f  E  ^ 0 the factor J2(u ) gives the 
approximate effect of the applied fie ld  on the frequency of the modes. Ob­
viously, i f  Jq vanishes then the neglected terms become dominant, but nonethe­
less they always represent only small corrections. The frequencies ua and 
(«L are then given by the high and low frequency roots of ( 2 1 ) which have the 
smallest damping rate. To obtain approximate expressions for these roots, 
it  is sometimes useful to use the hydrodynamic approximation, for which
XctQs>w) = (U^/(3 k2 v ^  - w2) ( 2 2 )
where = 4tt n^  q^ /rn ,^ and v ^  = (h . This approximation neglects
Landau damping and is only justified i f  uo/k »  vT. Therefore, this approxi­
mation does not adequately describe the low frequency mode, unless the ion
temperature is much less than the electron temperature. In this approxima-
2 2tion the high and low frequency modes (uo , ui~) are given by11
I (UJke+U,ki) *  ¥  ( \ e - \ i )2 + 4 Jo ^ e i ) “ pe % i  J
1/2
(23)
2 2 2 2
where U)^ = + 3 k v ^  . As Eq is increased, the high frequency mode
decreases toward its minimum value, o)^  , whereas the low frequency mode 
increases towards its maximum value, For more accurate estimates of
these frequencies, one can use the usual asymptotic expressions (assuming that 
f (u) is Maxwellian)
14
X(k .») = (kD) ' 2 [ -  ( l  + - 2 j )  + if¥ xe"x + ^  ]  ( x2>>X )
^ ^ XJ J > 2« 1  ^
(24)
2 x“ " 2x
X(k,u>) -  (kD) " 2 [ l  + ix [tt ]  (x2 ,y2 «  1)
2 1/2  1/2 
where D = (h T/4tt q ) is the Debye length, and (uo/k) (m/2 k T) =
x + iy. Even these expressions can only be used to determine the low frequency
mode provided that T »  T.. I f  T -  T. then this mode must be determinede i  e i
9 2numerically, and is rather heavily damped. The effect of the term J on
o
these modes has been described in more detail by Aliev and Silin , and they
found that the damping decreases with increasing Eq (however, they did not
consider the case T — T .).e l
To investigate the stability of the system, we note f irs t  that 
since cannot be much smaller than the electron plasma frequency, then 
X(o) + mu)Q) is quite small unless m = 0 , + 1 [note again that we are using 
the convention U) /2 > Re(u))] . Thus, in equation (20), we w il l  restrict our 
considerations to the components (u)) and (uo-tCJD^) and obtain the six 
equations
V “0 PCT<«>> = - V » )  f Jo pct' (u,) + 1 J1 (pta a ' ) [p CT'(uHlUo) + pa ' ] 5
eu (w^mo)  Pa(u>t<uo) = '  fJD Pc . ( « * »„ )  + 1  V V a ' )  pa ' (tu) (25)
- J2 Pa . (c«Tcoo) }
These equations are sufficiently general to describe the entire frequency 
range above the electron plasma frequency quite accurately. However, the 
resulting six-by-six determinant is not particularly transparent, so we 
w ill further simplify (25) by restricting the frequency (joq to certain speci­
fic  regions, namely
Case A: uo -  o (uo -  uoL )
Case B: S o
n
“ h (uo -  o)
Case C: 6 O
il nd3
C
M (UJ -  U)R)
We shall now consider these cases individually.
Case A (ao -  uoTT +  uoT )  o H L
In this case, as Eq goes to zero (|jl -» 0 ) , the most important com­
ponents are (u) - uoq) and p^uo). The remaining term in (25), p (oo + uoq) ,
tends to be less important because the frequency uo + uo -  uo + 2uo is furthero H L
off resonance from any of the linear modes of the system. However, this 
term may always ( i .e . ,  for a l l  modes of excitation) be neglected only i f  uo 
remains above the frequency U ) „  + u>_ . I f  uo is decreased to a value near uo ,ri JLi O H
then there is another in s ta b i lit y  in which the component p .^(uo + uoq) plays a
dominant part. This resonance w ill  be studied under Case B. It  should be
noted that these resonances are only separated by an amount uo , which forJL
weak intensities is of the order of the ion acoustic frequency, uo . (k D ) . 
Thus, in the limit of a cold plasma (considered by S ilin ),  these two reso­
nances become superimposed — but nonetheless they are produced by distinct 
physical mechanisms. In the present section we w ill  neglect the equation 
containing p^ . (u) + U)q) on the le ft  side of (25), and the remaining equations 
then yield the dispersion relation
[ i  - ( j0 +j x
+ j .
2) r e (u>-u>o) r i (a)-i»o) ]  [ l  - (jo2+j l 2) r e ((») r . ^ ) ]  
cr e (— o) - r e (w)] [ r i (uo-uoQ) - r\(uo)] = o
(27)
where (uo) = (( )^ /€ (uo) . The condition for the onset of instability is
determined by the behavior of this function for real values of uo (as well
16
as 0) ) .  In the case of Maxwellian distributions, f (u ) , this function can o o —
g
be determined from known functions. It  is plotted in Figure 1 for real
1/2  2values of the argument (uo/k) (m 2 h  T) , and (kD) =0. 1.  In general, 
equation (27) can only be solved by numerical methods. However, aside from 
the question of the onset of instability at weak intensities (when the Landau 
damping becomes important), the hydrodynamic approximation for (uo) may be 
used to simplify equation (27). We shall therefore firs t  consider this 
approximation, and return to considerations of damping afterwards.
I f  we use the approximation given in equation (22), then equation 
(27) can be put in the form
r f v 2 2”< r . >2 2-i r 2 2-i r 2 2-i
L  0 » - u > o )  -  w H  j  [  ( 0 ) - U ) o )  -  U)L  ]  [u o  -  U)R  ]  [ cjü -  0)L  ]
(28)
+ J, 0) UO . [(|) - ((JO-UO ) z]  = 01 pe pi o
2 .
Here uo^  and uo^  are the same as in equation (23), except that J is replaced 
2 2by (J + J ) .  This modification tends to make uo and uoT somewhat lessO 1 ri L
dependent on \i — at least for small values of jj,. To determine the region of
2 2 2 2instability, we replace uo by uo and (cd-cu ) by (JQU  in a l l  terms in (28)JLi O rl
which do not thereby vanish. I f  we now set
(jo =  u)T •+• 6ao uo =  uoT.  +  uoT +  6uo L o H L o
and assume that ooH »  | 6uoq - 6uo | , then (28) yields the cubic equation 
for 6uo
[ ( 6 u o ) 2  -  6uo 6uo J  [  2d) +  6uo] +  J 2 (u)2 uo2  . /2uou )  =  0 f ( 2 9 )o L 1 pe pi H v y
This equation may be further simplified, provided that uo, »  6uo . UnderJL
this assumption one obtains
16a
Figure 1. The function r(k,tu) = x(]S>w)/£(k,U)) as a function of 
x = (a)/k)(m/ 2  k T )^ ^ ,  for (kD)^ = 0 . 1 .
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6oo = -km + 4  [ ( 6m ) 2 - (w2 m2 . J 2 /m„ m,) ]  pe p i 1 H L
1/2
which predicts that the system is unstable provided that
2 2 2 2 (1) OJ . J /(D 0) > (6(U )pe pi 1 H L v o
2 2 2 2However, the predicted boundary of instability (&u) ) = u) 0) J /a) (l)o pe pi 1 H L
(on which 6u) = — 6u)q) can only be accurate for sufficiently small values
of (j,, for otherwise 6u) -  6u)q > > aoL -  which violates the assumption. The
fact that the above expressions contain ouT -  u) . kD in the denominators.L pi e *
shows that this approximation can only be valid provided that
2 ~  2l > > J1 /kDe -  p. /kD^  . For larger values of p, it  is necessary to use the 
fu l l  cubic equation (29). The boundary of the stable region is then found 
to be given by the equation
1  / 2
y  = 27 (x‘ 2> <x+1> <x+4> + f  [ 9' 2(h-2)2 (x+1)2 (x+4)2 + j  x2(x+2)2]
2 2 2 3where x = 6od /a)_ and y = ou a) . J, /u)TT cuT o L J pe pi 1 H L
The boundary obtained from this equation is shown in Figure 2 (where the
expressions (33), obtained below, have been used for U) and u) ) . TheL H
ordinate in this figure is in units of (uu - uoTT - ) /cjl> . whereo Ho Lo pi
2 ~  2  2  2 2 2 
^Ho "  \ e  + ^pi and -  (Dp^kD^) are the high and low frequencies
when Eq = 0. Because <dl depends on p,, the line 6u)q = 0 shifts upwards as 
p is increased ( i t  tends towards unity for large values of p,). The most 
significant feature of the unstable region is that it is limited to a fre ­
quency range of only 4 above the resonance point at Eq = 0. For even 
larger values of p, the unstable region may have a wavy structure, but it is 
unlikely that it  w ill exceed the maximum shown in Figure 2. The growth rate 
along the line = 0 , which is probably very near the maximum, is given 
by
17a
Figure 2. The unstable region above the frequency coTT + ul. ,Ho Lo
2 2 2where uoTT = uo, + uq . and cjdt = cm . (kD ) ,  and kD = . 1.Ho ke pi Lo pi e e
The line of maximum growth rate, 6a>o = 0, together with 
the maximum value of Im (JO are also shown.
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1/2 1/ 2. 1/3
im(o)/u>L) = ± { [-fy + 27 - Ciy2+ I?) J - [f  + if + (f 2+ if) /2] }
1/3
where y is defined above» For 2.5 > |i > .05, one finds that y > > 1, so 
that this may be approximated by
1 , 1/2 2 1/5
Im U) ~  -  (3) U) (m J /m.) ' ; (2.5 > |i > . 05) (30)z pe e i i  ~  ~  ' '
This indicates that the maximum growth rate is roughly .05 (JO (for |i 1 .8 ) .
2 2To the degree that one can approximate ()jl) by (|i/2) , equation (30) agrees
2 1/5with the result of S ilin  who found that the growth rate goes as uj g (m |j, /m.) '
However, Silin did not indicate what was the upper bound to this growth rate.
Moreover, the unstable region shown in Figure 2 appears to bear no similarity
to the one described by Silin. He appears to find two disconnected unstable
2 2 2regions which both emanate from (jo = uu + (ju . as ll is increased from zero.o pe pi
2 2 2One region consists of a l l  frequencies such that oo + u) . - u) > 0 ,  with nope pi o 9
lower frequency cut-off, while the second region lies somewhere above
2 2 2 2 20) + a) . . He also finds a zero growth rate along a) = uo + o> . , whereaspe pi o pe pi
we find this to be the region of near-maximum growth rate. Considering 
these differences, the above mentioned agreement may be fortuitous.
In order to analyze the effects which result from Landau damping, 
we write (27) in the form
[ 1  + xe (u)-0)o) + X^w-u^) + ( 1 - J ^ - J ^ )  Xe (w-WQ) Xi ( -^U3Q) ]
x [ i  + xe (w) + x i ('^) + ( i “Jo2 -J12) xe(w) X ^ ) ]  (31)
2
+ Cxe (W“%,) " Xe (w)] [ x i ( -^uoo) - X^c»)] = o .
For arbitrary values of (jl and temperature ratios, Te/T^, one can only 
analyze this equation by numerical methods. In order to make any progress
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by analytical methods it  is necessary to assume that T£ > T\ . In this 
case one can use the asymptotic expressions (24) provided that
u>L/k vTi , u)H/k vTe > > 1 and 1 > > ooL/k vTe .
In this case (31) can be approximated by 
2 2 2
i- CD /  3k vm N cjo - _ „  ^ uo (jo .[1 ' T ET2 C1 + 7 T2 } ‘ T eT2 + G-jo2-42) ^
200 . 2 200 00 
2 V" ' ^
(oo-oo )  ( oo- cjo )  (oo-oo )o o o (oo-oo )  o
00 Yt (<d-cd ) -1 r o r  I/O o
+ 2 1  ( l U f ] G  + (kDe>" G  + C<«/k v ) }
(oo-oo )  oo (32)
-  00
2
./ C O 2  - ( l  - Jo 2 - Jx 2 )  (« .  /«» k De )  { l  + i(n/2)1 / 2  <»/k vTe) }  ]
o o r  01 00 Yt (cd-oo ) I/O -1
- J 2(IU ,/w k D ) 2 [ -----+ 1 - 2 1  -------------EE-r - 7 s-----  -  + i(n/2) 1 /2 (ra/k v„ )1 = 0
1 pi e L ( » - » ) 2 ( » - »  ) 2 c®-®») Te J
where is the linear Landau damping factor
1 / 2  3 2 2 2
^Lj (U))/U> = 7 Gw/k vTa^  exp ( " ^ /2k vrjjj)
and for simplicity, we have neglected the Landau damping due to the ion ther­
mal motion. I f  we now take
.-2-, „ - 22 200T = (10L p . [  i + ( l - J , 2 - ^ 2 )  (k D ^  ]  ( l  + (kDe) )
2 2 2  T 2 T 2 n 2ooTT = 00. + 00 . - (1-J - J, ) 00 .H ke pi o 1 pi
(33)
then, to sufficient accuracy, equation (32) can be put in the form
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[[(<U-U) ) 2 - 0J 2]  [  (OD-O) ) 2 - uj 2] + 2i UO2O ri O L pe (uu-uu ) yT (uj-u) ) }  o 'Le o
X { V  -  U)^ + i(ir/2)1 /2 (ao/k vTe) [ l  + (kDe) 2] [au2 - ( l - j ^ - j ^ )  ua2^ )
- 1
- JiT
(34)
(JO2 . /l+(kD ) 2 pi e (ao-ao ) 2 j (jo2  +  (a o -u ) ) 2  o L pe v oy - 2 i (jope ( YLe (“ -“ o)/ ( “ -“ o> )
+ 1(tt/2 )1/2 (u)/k v„ ) (oj-a) ) 2 ]  = 0ie o J
where (u^  is essentially zero. The real part of this equation is 
[ ( ( U - » o ) 2 -  0>H 2 ]  ( w 2 - u,l 2 ) -  2 'v O l , , ( « > - % ) / » - « Q  ( T T / 2 > 1 / 2 (<U / k  v T e ) [ a. 2 - a - J o 2 - J 1 2 ) a, 2 i ]
X [1 + (kD ; ]  e
- 1
- J^^ao2^/! + (^ °e) 2 ] [^ p e + (tu~(J0Q) 2] = 0 (35)
which is analogous to equation (28) . Following the same procedure which 
was used there, we can conclude that a necessary condition for ( 3 5 ) to have 
real solutions for (D is that the sum of the last two terms must be positive. 
The imaginary part of (34) can then be viewed as giving the relationship 
between k and u), for a given uu . We w il l  not investigate this further, since 
it  is not our primary interest at this point. Using the above condition we 
can conclude that the system is stable provided that
(tt/2) 1/2 W V  (Jo2+Jl 2> ^ 2
«0.. . r . . . . .  . J1H k vTe[ l  + (kDe) ^ ]
(36)
2 2 2where we have set u)TT + u) ~  2u)H pe — pe This gives the power required to pro­
duce an unstable mode.
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The f irs t  case is when the power of the incident radiation is
2 2 -2sufficiently weak for (1 - J - J, ) (kD ) < < 1, even though 1 > > kD .
o l e  e
In this case the condition for stability , (36), reduces to
(rr/2 ) 1/2 '“e YLe(V  2 " 2
m . (JüH
- ,  m*/ ^ N , (E .k)
>  - i --------------( — i O )  _  i
\ 2  “  V 2 kD J ~ 4(kDe)
(37)
k 4rm kT
where we have set u)q ~  U) in (jl . The quantity (E^/4nn KTg) is essentially
the ratio of the energy density in the radiation to the kinetic energy
density of the electrons. It is this parameter which DuBois and Goldman used
for their perturbative analysis, and the present limit (1 > > |i/kD ) cor-e
responds to the case which they considered. The present result differs from 
their result by a factor of four increase in the power required for instabil­
ity. Despite this increased power requirement, (37) s t i l l  predicts instabil­
ity for modest intensities. To illustrate this fact, assume that
-3
10 > Y(u)„)/u) . Then the system is unstable i f  |i/kD > l.lX lO"2. Now,H ' H
i f  we set a)Q = (Up in the expression fo r jjl, we obtain
p,/kDe ~  1.55X106 (I/nT) 1 / 2  (38)
~3 o 2 9where n is in cm , T in K, and the intensity I = E c/4rr is in watts/cm .o
12 4Thus, i f  n = 10 , T = 10 , the system is unstable for an intensity of one
watt/ cm2.
Case B (co ~  (joTT)_________ o H
In this case the frequency of the incident radiation is near the 
lower limit of the frequencies which w ill  be transmitted by the plasma. 
Presumably s t i l l  lower frequencies (where other subharmonic resonances can 
occur) are therefore largely of only academic interest. The present case 
is interesting, not only because it  shows that there are other resonances
22
besides Case A which are observable, but also because the mode interaction 
which produces the present resonance is quite different from the Case A.
We note f irs t  that i f  we set cd = 0 in equation (25), and we ignore the 
imaginary part of ( +  (J0q )  , then there are two classes of solutions, namely
a)  p (u) ) =  -  p (-uo )  ,  p ( 0 ) =  0'a  o o ' * CT
b )  p (oo )  =  p (-00 )  ,  p ( 0 )  4= 0ra o o * 1
These solutions are analogous to the usual sin(n oo t) and cos(n oo t)o o
solutions which separate the stable and unstable regions of simpler para­
metric equations (e .g .,  the Mathieu or H ill equations). The purpose of 
expressing the applied electric fie ld  in terms of a cosine function (see 
footnote in section 2 ) was to get this simple separation [into (a) and (b )]  
at this point. The question now arises as to whether these periodic solutions 
form boundaries between stable and unstable solutions in the present system 
of equations. We w ill show that this is the case for the solutions (a ) ,  but 
it  is not the case for the solutions ( b ) . In the present case, as contrasted 
with Case A, the instability does not depend upon the existance of a low 
frequency mode (although it may be strongly affected by i t ) ,  but instead it  
is caused by the nonlinear interaction of the mode on itse lf  through the 
action of the electric fie ld  (this is in fact the more common type of para­
metric in stab ility ). It  should be noted that while the instability does not 
depend on the second mode, it  w il l  only occur i f  there are two components 
with different charge-to-mass ratios.
We w il l  f irs t  examine the solutions which for au = 0 go over into
•k
solutions of type (a ). To do this we ignore ((d )  for small ua and then
k
This depends on the fact that uo > > ud.JL
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obtain from (25) the condition
[ i  - r eCüH-œo) r\(a>fujo) jq2] [ i  - r e (<D-u)o) r i (œ-œo) jq2] - [ r e (u>fu)o) r i (aj-ajo)
+ r e (u>-<Do) r . ( ^ o) ]  j2 2 - r e (aj-o)o> r e ( ^ o) r . c « ) - ^ )  r i (aHt« o ) [ 2  jq2j 2- j 4] = °-
(39)
I f  we f irs t  examine this using the hydrodynamic approximation (22), then we 
obtain
[(u>fu)o) - U)H ] [ (U)-U)0) - ] [^H - ] - (^pe U)p i) (4 Jo J22 - J 24) = 0 .
(40)
where U)H and cdl are given by (23) . This is readily solved to yield
4
= \  +  V  - [ + P1' 2 <4 Jo2j22*J24 )]
2 2 2 (w a) . ) 2 T 2 , 4> 1/2
, 2 2\
(U,H -“L >
which predicts that these solutions are unstable i f
^pe 2 2 2 . 2 2 2
-  ,  2 J 2 ( 4  Jo - J2 5 > %  -®o >
(t°H -«»L >
(41)
As w ill be shown shortly, the expression (41) is not accurate when J ;>, 2 J
2 ~  o ’
corresponding to a value of p* between two and three. The maximum growth
rate in the present case is predicted to be of the order of ou J , as com-
pi 2
2 1/3pared with the growth rate Wpe(me /m±) in the Case A [equation (30)].
Therefore the present instability is usually weaker than the instability in 
Case A.
To examine the effects due to damping, equation (39) can be analyzed
in the same way as used in Case A (except now the condition T /T > 1 is not
e i
required, but only that wq ± U)/k > > v ^ ,  v ) . The real part of (39) can 
then be put in the form
24
[ M u o ) 2 - a)/ ] [ ( w - w /  - i„H2] [ ujh 2 - «)L2] + 4 I0pe “h4 ( YL(0,H)/u,h )
2 2-, r 2 2
4 4 2r 2 4-,
-  W  J 2 [ 2 + 2  J o  -  J 2  ]  = °  '
This equation differs from (40) not only in the addition of 
but also in a slight change in the last term. I f  we set U3
H
shows that the system is unstable only i f
the damping term,
~  u) , this result pe
J 2[2 + 2 J 2 - J 2] > 4(m./m ) 2 (Y/cu ) 2 . z o z i e pe (42)
Because of the large mass ratio factor, the present instability w il l  only 
occur i f  y/u) is less than about 1 0   ^ — which may not be satisfied by thep6
collisional damping. The unstable region, as given by equation (24) — with 
2 2 2 2
4 - ¿ 2  replaced by 2 + 2 Jq - , is shown in Figure 3. The outstanding
feature of this region is that it has an extremely narrow frequency range — 
of the order of <d /100. This fact, coupled with the condition (42), shows 
that this instability is probably only of academic interest, for it would 
be extremely d ifficu lt  to observe.
We now turn to the stability of the solutions of type ( b ) , and 
assume that, for small U), (tu+yo^ ) ~  P^Ojo-cu^ ), but now retain p (uq) . In this 
case equation (25) yields the condition
[ i - r e(u>) r . (u ) ) jo ] [ i - r e (u>+™o) r\(uihuo)Jo2] - 2 [ r e(oj) + r i (U)) r e<arKoo) ]
r e (afVmo) r.(u>too) ( j 2 2 - 2  joj2) + r e (iD) r .o » )  r e (um«o) r\(m+wo) [ 4
J2Jo2 (J2-2 Jo> + 4 JoJ12< V J2>] ■ 0 •
In the hydrodynamic approximation, this can be approximately reduced to
24a
Figure 3. The unstable region in the immediate region of
2 2 1/2 
%  = “Ho = (V  + “pi) •
6u)q = 0 is roughly u) J2 (p.)
The growth rate along 
(neglecting damping).
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[ ( u>Hdo) 2 - - w2] O h2 - ujl 2] - 2 u)
from which it readily follows that (D is real. Hence, the periodic solutions 
of type (b) do not separate a stable and unstable region.
Case C (a) ~  2 uo )___________o ~ H
natural frequency u) and it is parametrically excited at a frequency near 2 (l) 1 , 
then it  becomes unstable. The purpose of the present section is to show that 
this is not the case with a plasma, provided that we neglect the spatial 
variation of the electric fie ld  ( i . e . ,  within the dipole approximation). It  
is easy to see that i f  (JJq ~  2 to^  and O) ~  uo^  then we may again use the same 
equations as in Case A, for reasons discussed there. In fact, since here 
(«o + (D 3 U)r is quite far from any resonance, the approximation is better 
in the present case than in Case A. I f  we use equation (28), and now make 
use of the fact that uj ~  2 u> and co ~  (i)__, then we obtainO n  H
into this equation, and assuming that u) > > 6(1) and 2 u>„ > > 6u) , it is found
H- H  o
that
Therefore U) is real, and the system is stable in this region. It w ill  be shown 
in the next section that this region is not stable i f  one takes into account 
the spatial variation of the electric fie ld .
In many of the standard parametric equations, i f  the system has a
Substituting
u) -  0) + 6o) , u) = 2 (jott + 6cuH o H o
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IV. Spatial Variation of the Applied Field
In this section we w il l  consider the effects which arise from the 
finite values of kQ. At the same time we can fortunately simplify the 
equations by considering only one (mobile) component. That is, the insta­
b ilit ies  we shall now consider do not arise from the relative motion of two 
charged components, but are due to the relative motion of a component and 
the electromagnetic wave. In the dipole approximation (k^ = 0) there is no 
wave front with which the motion of the charge components can be compared. 
The effect of the radiation on each component could then be replaced by a 
Galilean transformation. In the present case this is not possible, and new 
effects thereby arise.
Returning to equation (19a), and setting ct' = cr (one dynamic 
component), we obtain
p(is+nis0>*f™o) = ‘ “Qi’iSo’V r(i+niSo>a>f™o) 1 {p C^ (nH)£O’<*'<ttfl>0
- p (¿ + (n - l )k o ,«ri-(n-l)®o )  }
(43)
where 0^ (1^ ,k , o ) )  -  — (k»k /k ) (q k.E /mu ) ,  and we consistantly neglect terms
o  21 rsJ rs-'0 ~ 0  O  J °
2
of order (kQ/k) . Here n is an arbitrary integer, and we can therefore 
require that U)q/2 > R^cu). We w il l  now re-investigate Case C of the last 
section, namely when (JDq ~  2 and cjo ~  uo^ . Again keeping only the components 
p (k - kQ, U) - (joq) and p(k, uo) , we obtain the dispersion relation
1 - 0! (k,k ,u) ) r(k,u)) T(k-k ,u)-u) ) .~  ~ o  O  ~  ~  ~ 0 ’  o (44)
The dependency of T (k-k ,u)-u) ) on k can be neglected in this equation. In~  ~o o ~o “
the present frequency range the hydrodynamic approximation gives an adequate 
f i rs t  approximation, and we then obtain
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2 2 f 2 2 2(a) -a) ) ( (oj-o) ) -ciu. ) - Oi (k,k ,0) )k v o k y ~  ~o o
4
03 = 0
P
2 2 2 2where U3. = 0) + 3 k v^ . I f  we setk p T
0) = 0). + 60) , 03 = 2 03. + 603k o k o
where U), > > 6u), and 2 03. > > 603 , then this yields
603 = | 6o3q + [(6wQ) 2 - a2(£,k0,2 03R) (wp4/u3k2) ]
1/2
(45)
Therefore, i f  we neglect damping, the system is unstable to perturbations 
of wave number k , provided that
2 2
|  <1 i - £ o /4 “ “k2) < J V i/k2) (u,p4/“ k2) >  (6u,o)2 (46)
Thus the most unstable perturbations are those for which k lies in the 
plane of kQ and Eq and bisects the right angle between them [so that
Qs*£0)/k2 = koEo^2^ ° Tt is clear from (44) that, i f  03k/k > >  vT, the 
Landau damping effects are negligible, and the collisional damping largely 
dominates. To estimate the power required for the onset of instability we 
can balance the maximum growth rate, predicted by (45), against the damping 
rate y. Doing this, we conclude that the system is unstable i f
koEo/16im)p  ^ > (Y/«>p) • (47)
I f  we set k = 03
o o' p/c ~  2 0)p/c, then equation (47) yields the following 
numerical condition for instability
I > .15 (y/03 y  n 
P (48)
2 o q
where I = Eq c/4tt is the intensity in watts/cm and n is in c m .  These
results agree in most respects with the results obtained by DuBois and
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Goldman, except that the condition for instability, (48), appears to require 
an intensity twenty times higher than they found» While the present insta­
b ility  is considerably more d iff icu lt  to excite than in Case A of the last
section, the condition (48) is generally well below the intensity obtainable 
9 2from lasers (10 watts/cm ) .  Thus for laser beams in this frequency range, 
the harmonic approximation cannot be used for a plasma.
V. Conclusion
It has been shown that the modes of a plasma can be made unstable
by intense radiation. The most important instabilities are found to be the
ones described by DuBois and Goldman in the limit of weak intensities. The
instability at uo ~  uo + uo . (kD ) is shown to be confined to a frequency o pe pi e n J
range which does not exceed this value by more than 4 uo^, regardless of the
intensity of the radiation. In the most unstable region the growth rate is
1 1/2 2 1/3 k*E
given by - (3 )  uo_ [mg J][ (pO/nu] ' where |i ~  ^ | (and 2.5 > p, > .05).pe UO,
The onset of instability for weak intensity (^/kD^ «  1) is given by
I/nT > 5x10 (y/^pg)5 where the intensity I is in watts/cm , and n is in cm” .
A  second instability, which occurs for <jo ~  uo , is relatively weak and con-o pe J
fined to very narrow range of frequencies uo (of the order of uo ./100). Theo pi
2 2condition for instability in this case is J  ^ (p.) > (nu/m )^ ( y / u o  ^ ) , and
-4hence this instability does not occur i f  y/uj > 10 . The final region of
instability occurs near u) = 2  uo and, while more d ifficu lt  to excite, shouldo pe *
be significant for laser beams in this region. The condition for instability
2in this case is found to be I > .15 (y/uo ) n, and the range of unstablepe
frequencies is given by equation (46). It  is not clear whether or not this 
instability w il l  be as severely bounded in frequencies as are the above
mentioned instabilities.
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The general conclusion therefore is that the harmonic approxima­
tion (discussed in the introduction) is justified except in the region of 
wpe and 2 U ) . In particular, it appears that the use of the harmonic approxi­
mation for the study of optical mixing,'*' for which there is intense radiation 
near is not justified.
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The parametric excitation of the modes of an infinite plasma by 
intense incident radiation is studied on the basis of the Vlasov equa­
tion. It is found that the modes can be driven into unstable osc illa ­
tions for incident frequencies in the three regions w  + oo. >n o — pe ^pe i
and 2w , where u) is the electron plasma frequency, and oj. is the ion pe pe i
acoustic frequency. In the limit of weak intensities, the features of
the two resonances to oj + LO. and u  are found to be in substantialo — pe i  pe
agreement with the results of DuBois and Goldman. For larger intensities 
it is found that the resonance tOpe + is restricted to frequencies,
. . , which are not more than 4ou . above this value, and have a maximumpi
growth rate of .05co . The resonance near uJ ^  UJ is found to be& pe o — pe
dominated by collisional damping i f  (y/Uj ) >  1 0 ,  and limited to ape
range of frequencies of only to^/100. The present results, for large
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